
Outline for a dassification of animal habitats in 
Honduras 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This synopsis of Honduranian land types has 
been drawn from four years' field notes, 
gathered with the view of determining and 
attempting to define herpetological habitats in 
the region. Inevitably many of the recognizably 
different complexes of topography, soil, and 
vegetation have proved to hold no discernible 
meaning for reptiles and amphibians, but that 
the same situations may not be clear-cut habitats 
for birds or for grasshoppers does not follow. 
Thus the notes are offered as a framework, not 
available elsewhere in the literature, on which 
the specialist may directly begin to build the 
detailed system required for his particular group 
of animals. It has been my experience that 
effective field work in strange and varied 
territory must await a broad understanding oí, 
and "feel" for, the region which comes only with 
months of observation. If the present outline 
helps the visiting naturalist in his preliminary 
reconnaissance and shortens his orientation 
period it will have been worth making. 

Along with my own field observation 1 have 
accumulated from other sources information 
that has bearing on Honduras as a biotic area¡ 
these data are given in the prefatory section 
below. 
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General Description of The Region 

PHYSIOGRAPHY 

The three obvious topographic divisions of 
Honduras are (1) the Caribbean lowlands, (2) the 
Pacific lowlands, and (3) an interior serranfa 
regíon. 

The Caribbean coastal plain is of irregular 
breadth, its deepest inland extent occurring in 
the Ulúa-Chamelecón Valley, which incIudes the 
wide Sula Plain; in the valley of the Aguán 
River; and especially in the Mosquitia, where the 
confluent deltas of the Patuca and Coco rivers 
have built an alluvial plain that includes more 
temtory than the aggregate of all other 
Honduranian lowlands and that rises gradually 
towards the southwest to the higher llanos of 
Olancho. 

From the Ulúa Valley a range of mountains 
extends abliquely, just behind the coast, to a 
point opposite the tOWtl of Trujillo in Colón and 
in places constricts the coastal plain to almost 
nothing. Between the U1úa-Chamelecón Valley 
and that of the Motagua River to the west there 
rise abruptly the mountains of the Espíritu Santo 
group, the southem extremity of which is lost in 
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the confused serranfa terrain spreading eastward 
throughout the interior. 

These interior highlands comprise a 
bewildering system of short, rugged sierras, 
mostly with east-west trend but often 
interconnected by cross ranges. The mountains 
are interspersed with semi-arid plains that lie at 
elevations between 455 and 1370 meters (1500 
and 4500 feet) and are regarded as being in the 
main of structural origino The most conspicuous 
of these valleys in the so-called Honduras 
Depression, supposedly a Graben produced by 
north-south faulting. This long trough, 
continuous with the Comayagua Val!ey, extends 
sorne 40 miles across the country, connecting the 
Caribbean and Pacific lowlands and interrupting 
the general structural trend. 

Bengtson (1926) recognized two old 
peneplains in the interior, one Iying between 
1005 and 1370 meters (3300 and 4500 feet) and 
the other between 760 and 915 meters (2500 and 
3000 feet) a regular accordance of summits in the 
neighborhood of 1830 meters (6000 feet) is also 
conspicuous. 

The upland streams gene rally have steep 
gradients and often flow in canyons. They are 
subject to drastic annual fluctuation, and many 
of them that are raging torrents in June and 
October disappear completely or die out on the 
dry floors of the high valleys in April. Many of 
the stream valleys are deeply incised, and the 
remnants of two fonner terrace systems are 
discernible. The lower of these occurs between 
90 and 305 meters (300 and 1000 feet), the upper 
between 610 and 730 meters (2000 and 2400 feet). 

The interior highlands give the general 
impression of a greatly dissected plateau. The 
greatest relief is found in the Southern 
Cordillera, which traverses the south-central 
section of the country from the frontier with El 
Salvador and Guatemala into Nicaragua and 
attains its highest elevations in the ranges of the 
departments of Ocotepeque and Gracias (2440 
meters or possibly more) and in the San ]uancito 
Mountains of Morazan (2285 meters). The 
relatively isolated massif, Cerro de Santa 

Barbara, rises to 2650 meters (8700 feet) at the 
west shore of Lake Yojoa (see fig. 1). 

The Pacific lowlands fonn a narrow shelf, 
shared with Nicaragua and El Salvador. This 
borders the Gulf of Fonseca, which appears to 
represent in part the drowned mouths of the 
Choluteca, Nacaome, and Goascoran rivers. The 
narrow plain is modified by encroachment of the 
Colinas de Juacaran, a local volcanic chain that 
begins in El Salvador in the departments of 
Sonsonate, La Libertad, and San Salvador and 
dies out in the Gulf of Fonseca. This is part of a 
more extensive line of separate volcanic peaks 
that march down the Pacific lowlands from 
Guatemala to Costa Rica. 

The mountains of Honduras thus fal! into 
three general groups, as follows: 

1. The Northern Cordillera, com prising a series 
of rather disjunct ranges of extensively 
eroded mountains of ancient crystalline and 
sedimentary rocks running roughly parallel 
with the North Coast. 

2. The Southern Cordillera, a more souther1y, 
interior system of dissected and faulted 
mountains overlain in the west by Pliocene 
ash and lava and with much older 
metamorphosed sediments exposed in the 
east. 

3. The Pacific Colinas, a short Honduranian 
segment of a long chain of separa te 
Quaternaryand recent volcanoes rising from 
the coastal plain and from coastal waters. 

GEOLOGY 

The scattered infonnation on the geologic 
structure of Honduras has been collacted by 
Schuchert (1935) to extend the basic studies of 
Sapper (1899, 1905a, 1905b) and has been further 
summarized by Olson and McGrew (1941). 

Honduras is a part of the old Antillean 
geanticline, fonning, together with northern 
Nicaragua, the oldest part of the Central 
American nucleus. The southern third of the 
country, like most of neighboring El Salvador, is 
overlain by several thousand feet of Pliocene 
volcanic rocks, mainly tuffs and acid lavas, 
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which dip gently southward to pass beneath the 
Pacific, and towards the north extend up to a 
front that in a general way coincides with the 
crests of the southern mountains. Still farther 
north they are replaced by older crystalline and 
sedimentary rocks but recur with sorne 
frequency as isolated patches, leading to the 
assumption that they may have had much more 
extensive former distribution in central 
Honduras. 

On the surface of the widespread Pliocene 
volcanics, which appear to have been, at least in 
part, the product of fissure eruptions, is built the 
much more recent chain of volcanoes that barely 
enters the Pacific coastal plain in passing from 
Guatemala through El Salvador down to 
Nicaragua. The Pliocene lavas extend to the 
frontier with El Salvador and at least as far as the 
department of Intibucá in the west and 
northwest, while to the east they are replaced by 
old metamorphosed sediments complexly 
involved with intrusions of granodiorite, which 
extend eastward into Nicaragua and a least as 
far north as central Olancho. These ancient 
quartzites and schists underlie Cretaceous 
deposits to the east, and Barreto (M S) believes 
that they may be contemporaneous with the 
continental Tegucigalpa formation of upper 
Triassic age. 

Elsewhere in the north, and especially 
towards the northwest, the most widespread 
rocks are Cretaceous sediments. Along the 
precipitous eastern shore of Lake Yojoa 
hundreds of feet of massive, bluish limestone 
with distorted invertebrate fossils are exposed, 
and this and other Cretaceous limes tones, with 
associated shales and sandstones, occur from 
Guatemala to the Río Coco. 

In the ranges parallel to the Caribbean coast 
in the northern third of the country there occur 
schists, slates, and phyllites that are the oldest 
exposures in Honduras, being generally 
regarded as of pre-Permian age. 

Eocene sediments ha ve been found along the 
lower Río Coco, and Miocene strata occur in the 
northwest, where marine Pliocene has also been 
identified. Fresh-water Pliocene deposits were 

worked by Olson and McGrew (loe. cit.) in the 
department oI Gracias and are also known from 
the Río Coco Valley. Pleistocene fresh-water 
sediments appear to be widely, though locally, 
distributed, and marine Pleistocene is said to 
occur in the Mosquitia. 

The geological events that appear to have 
been of greatest infIuence in building the present 
topography of Honduras are the following: 

Pre-Pliocene orogeny-three or four cycles 
Pliocene vulcanism 
Faulting at various periods, producing Graben 

valleys 
Miocene uplift, initiating the 

mainly responsible for 
mountains of the serranías 

erosion cyc\e 
the present 

Minor subsequent uplifts, leaving at least two 
recognizable terrace systems. 

SOIL 

Although the soils of the "Banana Coast" of 
Honduras are relatively well known, those of the 
interior remain unsurveyed. Moreover, even if 
extensive data were available, generalization 
would be difficult because of extreme local 
variation and of the confusing frequency of 
azonal and interzonal types. It is well known 
that the soil of terrain with strong relief tends 
more to depart from the general scheme 
imposed by climate than that of a level area; a 
tropical slope shows even greater azonality; and 
a tropical slope affecled by a strong wet-dry 
seasonal cyc\e conforms even less to the zonal 
norm. 

The transported soils of the Caribbean coastal 
plain range in characler from the old leached 
delta deposits of the Mosquitia to the extremely 
fertile recent alluvium of the lower river valleys 
to the westward, the lalter inc\uding the very 
valuable silt loams famous in the banana 
industry. 
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The residual soils of the uplands indude 
sorne moderately fertile c\ay or sandy loams, 
derived mostly from the crystalline and 
sedimentary rocks of the lower Caribbean slopes 
and in the Olancho Plain. For the most part, 
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however, the pine woods of the vast acid lava 
areas have developed on skeletal (or senile), 
so-caBed "Ialpetates" although they vary from 
nearly unmodified ash (tierra blanca, etc.) or 
crevice debris in bare rock to lateritic sandy or 
gravel!y days with only the most meager layer 
of organic litter, which often may be completely 
lost to the fires and winds of the dry season. The 
best mountain soils are found on the upper 
ridges and plateaus, originally covered by mesic 
vegetation, where the higher and more constant 
moisture ration (but probably less heavy rainfall) 
has favored development of brown to reddish 
loams of SOrne depth and fertility. 

The valley soils range from moderately fertile 
friable loams to sterile deposits of day mixed 
with rack debris, similar to that of the 
surrounding mountain sides, and more rarely 
highly permeable gravel with standard desert 
vegetation of cactus and agave. One of the most 
characteristic and widespread valley soil types is 
a heavy, granular loam which, even though the 
cIay content may be as little as 5 or 10 per cent, is 
excessively plastic and sticky when wet. If 
underlain by pervious layers these soils support 
a fair growth of xeric or deciduous forest, but 
where a day pan occurs the vegetation tends 
towards short-grass savanna, often with 
hydrophilous thorn. 

The fact that the semi-arid sections' of 
Honduras are mostly regions with plastic soils, 
sticky when wet and hard baked in verano, 
appears to be of considerable ecological 
significance. The rigorous dry season favors a 
strongly secretive fauna. In the serranfas a large 
percentage of the reptiles and amphibians, for 
example, spend much of their time 
underground, while in the dry valleys the 
percentage becomes a majority. A glance at the 
faunal roster for these areas shows numerous 
forms that (1) dig their own more or less 
permanent burrows, (2) occupy (modified or 
unmodified) burrows of other animals, or (3) live 
under stones. There is, however, and almost 
complete lack of animals adapted to 
underground locomotion. 

In the upland valleys the pioneer burrowers 
are tarantulas, zompopos (leaf-cutting ants), and 

armadillos. Al! three of these are of frequent and 
common occurrence, and their burrows are 
plainly of fundamental importance for the 
survival of a number of local animals, both 
vertebra te and invertebrate. As a case in point, 
the big toad, Bufo mannus, locally abundant and 
apparentIy incapable of constructing its own 
burrows in heavy soil, regular\y enlarges the 
smal! (2-inch diameter or less) holes made by 
tarantulas to accommodate its much greater 
girth. On one occasion 1 fushed three of these 
toads from a single remodeled spider hole. The 
gecko, Coleonyx mitratus, in many areas where it 
is fairly abundant, would probably not be able to 
hold on at al! if deprived of old burrows as a 
refuge from the drought, and a large number of 
other reptiles use the extensive galleries of the 
zompopos both as habitations and as incubation 
chambers for their eggs. 

It seems probable that the predominantly 
plastic and seasonally indurate soils of the 
Honduranian uplands, through restriction of 
subterranean locomotion in a periodically arid 
region, may be largely responsible for the 
extraordinary paucity of individuals 
encountered, despite the existence of a fair 
numberof species. 

CLIMATE 

Within limits imposed by a consistent 
absence of freezing temperatures and, except on 
a few of the highest peaks, of frost, the cIimate of 
Honduras embraces a fairly wide range of local 
varying conditions (fig.2). Application of the 
K6ppen system of cIassfication shows two major 
division and several of the subdivisions of that 
system, and often one type of c\imate may 
replace another within a distance of a few miles. 
The K6ppen types more or less clearly 
recognizable in Hond uras are the following: 

A. Tropical rainy clima tes: Af (tropical 
rainforest c\imate), Aw (tropical savanna 
climate), Am (monsoon c\imate) 

BS. A number of facies of the tropical steppe or 
semi-arid c\imate, in which evaporation 
exceeds precipitation and in which no 
permanent streams originate 
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Fig. 2. Histogram comparing mean monthly temperatures, 1944-1947, for three stations in Honduras. 
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Honduras Hes in the bel! of the northeasterly 
trade winds, more predsely in the transition area 
between the two major air masses that mold the 
weather of the northern tropics. Thus, with the 
seasonal shifting of the doldrums, the area 
al!emately receives dry, so-called tropical air 
and the more unstable, moisture-Iaden 
equatorial air from the southward. Although the 
prevailing wind is consistently from the 
northeast, there is a marked annual cycle of 
high-sun dry season (verano, November through 
April) and low-sun rainy season (invierno, May 
through Odober). In the interior a "Httle dry 
season," the canfcula, or veranillo de San Juan, 
occurs with sorne regularity during the middle 
of the rainy season and may last for a period of 
from three to six weeks (see fig.3) 

It seems evident that this monsoon type of 
rainfall cyc1e is the most fundamental clima tic 
factor operating in the region, and it may 
possibly constitute the single most effedive 
agent in determining the biota. The combination 
of strong wet-dry cycle and high insolation rates 
with steeply sloping and broken terrain has 
created steppes and near deserts in areas, the 
total annual rainfall of which would support 
mesic vegetation under more propitious 
conditions. By far the greater part of Honduras 
shows the influence of the dry season, the only 
zones where it is inconspicuous being the 
relatively small areas of primeval forest in 'the 
Caribbean plain, certain lowland gallery forests, 
and the mistbred cloud forests of the highest 
mountain summits (see fig. 3). 

The dry season is least severe on the lower 
slopes and in the lowlands of the Caribbean 
littoral, where convection in the incoming 
marine air causes it to drop the greater part of its 
moisture. The rains of the interior are almost 
wholly confined to the six months of invierno, 
and come mostly as an erratic series of 
orographic thunders showers, although towards 
the south faidy regular daily rains may occur at 
the hour of maximum conflict between the 
northeasterly wind and the diurnal monsoon 
from the Pacifico Towards the end of the wet 
season, espedally an occasional frontal temporal 
may bring short periods of stormy and rainy 
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weather, bul for the most part the ski is clear 
between showers throughout the invierno, wilh 
onlya few gray, drizzly days. 

Although the Pacific coast receives the same 
daily monsoon that elsewhere may produce 
annual precipitation as high as 200 inches and 
rainforest growth rivaling that of the Atlantic 
side, the Fonseca area, perhaps owing to the 
absence of abruptly rising coastal mountains, 
receives only about 60 inches of rain. This is 
considerably aboye the average for the interior 
but too seasonally distributed to sUPPOrt 
rainforest. 

The monsoon-savanna-steppe series of 
climates make relatively uninviting habitats, 
lacking the stability offered by both mesic and 
true desert environments. The sudden onset of 
the torrential June rains, after six months of 
shadeless exposure to the strong sun and the 
steady, dry wind of verano, may remove the last 
vestiges of plant lilter, reduce the 
moisture-holding capacity of the soil, and 
augment rather than relieve the austerity of the 
terrain. The rigors presented by the habitats 
involved are refleded in the fauna, which, 
though quite varied, is at the same time very 
meager. 

OruGIN OF THE FAUNA 

Honduras and neighboring areas are part of 
an andent elevation which at various times has 
conneded North and South America and the 
Antillean land mass. Owing to its strategic 
location and relative geologic stability this area 
appears to have been of fundamental importance 
in the history of the faunas of both continents, 
not merely as a land bridge, bul perhaps as a 
center of evolution as well. This fad has recently 
received considerable well-warranted emphasis 
from Sim pson (1943) and others. 

Setting aside pre-Cenozoic events as of liUle 
diceet influence on the ecologicalleanings of the 
modern fauna of Honduras, the more significant 
events in the Cenozoic history of the area appear 
to be the following: 
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Table 1. Total Rainfall for Eight Stations in Honduras and El Salvador, 1946 and 1947. 

Statíon Department And Location Exposure Altitude (in Mete",) RainfaU (in 
Mil1imeters 

1946 1947 

Es<:uela Agrfcola Morazán; in valley of Río Mostlyopen 790 942 1129 
Panamericana Yeguar<:, 25 km soulheaslol towards north 

Tegucigalpa 

TonconUn Upper Cholulcca VaUey, 7 km In rain shadow of 939 638 862 
soulh of Tegucigalpa, Morazán Azacualpa Mis. 

Rosario Morazán; 20 miles northeast of Open towaros 1560 957 1143 

Tegucigalpa north 

Cutuco, El Salvador San Miguel; on Gulf of Fonseca, Open lowards 4 1242 1980 
5 km from frantier wilh Hondu- Gulf 
ras 

La Union, El Salva- San Miguel; on Gulf uf Fonsec. Open lo Gulf lo- O 1086 1770 
dar nearabove wardssoutheasl 

Coyoles Yaro; 37 km soulheasl of La In rain shadow of 230 872 792 
Ceiba coastal mountains 

La Ceiba Atlántida; port on Caribbcan Open tosea O 2216 2794 
coast 

Lancetilla Atldntida; near Tela; about 35 Open lowards 40 2742 2342 
km west of La Ceiba north 

1. Existence of a water barrier across southern 
Nicaragua or Panama of both, leaving 
Honduras near the tip of a peninsula. Fi.nal 
closure oE this portal during late Tertiary, 
perhaps in late Pliocene. 

2. Existence of a varyingly extensive dryland 
connection with Antillea, final submergence 
oE which occurred during the Pliocene. 

3. Occurrence oE a mid-Cenozoic water barrier 
across Tehuantepec, which, although 
perhaps not so important an influence in the 
deveIopment of the fauna as the southern 
water barrier, must have operated as a 
strong factor in favoring endemism in the 
area. Schuchert (1935) believed final closure 
to have come during middle Pliocene, bul 
Olson and McGrew (1941) give good 
evidence that it occurred earlier. It appears 
impossible to detennine from available 
stratigraphic evidence whether or not 
nuclear Central America had a period of 
completely insular existence. 

4. Widespread and violent vulcanism in late 
Terliary. 

5. Minor uplifts and submergences throughout 
the Cenozoico 

6. Gradual refrigeration during late Tertiary 
and drastic and repeated climatic changes 
d uring the Pleistocene glacial cycles. 

The foundation fauna of Honduras is the 
'Old Northern' (Dunn, 1931), possibly 
indistinguishable from North American. The 
area lay near the southern end of the Central 
America paleopeninsula, which from early times 
received repeated waves of migration from the 
north, a fact evident from deepseated 
relationships with remote but impressively 
similar southward extension on other continents 
(Schmidt, 1946) and from the consistent 
recurrence of so-called 'hanging relictO fonns 
(Schmidt, 1943). The basic northem element has 
been much modiEied by the incursion oi later 
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Fig. 4. Graph showing flucluations in total annual rainfall for two slations, San Salvador, El Salvador, al 682 
melers elevalion (broken line), and Rosario, Honduras, 230 kilomelers north-northeasl of San Salvador, al 1143 
melers elevalion (solid line). 

migrants from both North and South America, 
with retention of a few endemic elements. 

Fragrnentary reflections of the history of the 
Honduranian fauna appear in its present 
ecological geography. Roughly, there are four 
fairly well-marked life areas in the country, as 
follow: 

1. The tropical Atlantic lowland, with a 
rainforest fauna which is strikingly 
homogeneous from Mexico into South 
America. 

2. The dry interior valleys, with a very 
characteristic fauna which, though 
discontinuously distributed, is essentially 
homogeneous from Guatemala to 
Nicaragua, at least. The c1oud-forest fauna 
and that of the interior valleys are the most 
characteristic of the region. The dry-valley 
fauna is more tropical in background than of 
the ocotal and more distinctive than that of 
the Atlantic lowlands. 
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3. The semi-arid slopes of the serran{as largely a 
pine forest area with a biota in part unique 
but with strong northem affinities. 

4. The mountain summits on which lower 
temperatures and condensation make 
"temperate" islands of scattered ridges and 
peaks. The biota of these heights oonsists of 
endemics of basically northem blood, with a 
conspicuous admixture of forms derived 
from, and in a few cases even shared with, 
the lowland rai nforest. 

In my opinion the occurrence of these Humid 
Lower Tropical elements in the Humid Upper 
Tropical fauna is the key to the more recent 
history of the lalter fauna. As Grisoom (1932) has 
pointed out, the dimatic conditions that 
presently mold high islands in the Upper 
Tropical extended far down the s/opes during 
the Pleistocene, very probably to sea level at one 

time and another. The contad thus established 
between the upland and lowland biotas left an 
impression on the modem fauna of the Humid 
Upper Tropical, which on the whole, and 
probably for ecological reasons, is greater than 
the influence of the now oontiguous Arid Upper 
Tropical fauna of the DCotal. 

The dry DCotal, being a more or less unbroken 
highway from the north, shows marked fauna) 
community with the Mexican region and thus 
constitutes a wedge of xerophilous Mexican Iife 
separating the upper and lower humid 
communities. 

The narrow Padfic coastal plain does not 
constitute a distinct faunal area, its fauna being a 
composite of forms shared with the upland 
valleys and with the Atlantic rainforest. 

Tab1e 2. Schema showing relation between major habitats types, life zones, and topographic 
division in Honduras. 

LOWLANDS 

SERRANÍAS ATLANTIC 

PACIFIC 

UPPER TROPICAL LOWER TROPICAL 

HUMlO ARlO ARlO HUMlD 

CLOUD FOREST RAIN FOREST 
High Oco/al STEPPE Selva 
Pinabetal THORN SCRUB JungIe 
Diquidumbal MIXEDSCRUB BrefIa 

MARSH 

FIELD CROPS ANO GUAMIL 

GALLERY FOREST 

SAVANNAS 

OCOTAL TREESWAMP 

MONSOON FOREST l. 
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Carr: Outline for a classification of animal habitats 

2 

PLATE 12 
]. The San juancilo cloud forest seen from an elevalion of 2135 rneters (7000 feet), departmenl of Francisco 

MOl<lzán. Photogmph by Margaret Hogaboorn. 
2. Climax hardwood cloud forest 011 leve! ground 011 Cerro Uyuca, department of Francisco Morazán. 

Elevatiol1 ]860 meters (6100 feet) 
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PLATE 13 
1. Interior nf climax cloud fores!, Cerro Uyuca, department af Franciscu Morazán. EI~vatilln lR60 meters (6100 feet). 
2. Peña wind scrub above Rancho Quemado, San juancito Mountains, departm~nt uf Francisco :v1orazán, showing several characleristic species 

uf small-Ieafed trees and shrubs. Elevation 2135 meiers (7000 feet) 
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Carr: Outline for a c1assification of animal habitats 

1 

2 

PLATE 14 

1. Vegetation zones at the sOllth end nf Lake Yojoa, department of Comayagua. The shortgrass savanna in lhe 
ioregrollnd grades into rnarsh farther back, and this in tum is neplact>d by marginal tree swamp of 
gualiqumlc (Lrlhrina glal/ca, right foreground and front of the fores! in the background). The hill is covered 
by rainfares!. Elevation nf foregrollnd 610 meters (2DOO feet) 

2_ I'inabelcs (I'inlls pselllfoslroblls) on the southeast slope of Cerro Uyuca, department of Francisco Morazán. 
Elevation 1585 melers (52 DO feet) 
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PLATE 15 
}, Vegetation 7,ones ;¡t thf:> northern end of L;}h~ Yojoa, looking townrds Cerro Santa Barbar~ uepartment uf 

Santa Barbara. The floating and emergf:>nt front-rank vegetZltion gives V\I'ay to the usual gUlÚiqucmc shore 
swamp (right center)' ~bove Ihis Ihe bke margin gallery foresl is gradually replaced by luxuri~t doud 
fores! as !he mountain "' ascended. Elevation at waler level 610 meters (2000 fed), of highesl cumbre 
approximately 25,!() melers (85lXJ feel). rhotograp by Margarel H()g~boom. 

2. Hondorlilda with palmiche (Iriarim durissimil) in W(XHJS ()f l'inus caribaca, uepartment uf Cortés. Elevation about 

625 meters (2050 [eel) 
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PLATE 16 
1. Shaded ocotal, departmenl ofFrancisco Morazán. Elevalion 1220 melers (4000 leel) 
2. Se/va above Lancelilla Valley, department of Allántida. The smal! palms lo Ihe lefl are Ianceti/las (Astrocaryum cohune). E!evation aboul 60 

melers (200 feel) 
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PLATE 17 
1. Park ocolal, department of El Paraíso. Elevation about 885 meters (2900 feel) 
2. Ocotal sleppe, looking inlo the Choluleca Valley, deparlment of El Paraíso. Elevation of valley 595 meters 

(1950 feel). Pholograph by Charles M. Bogert. 
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Carr: Outline for a classification of animal habitats 

2 

PLATE 18 
1. ()(otal-pcdrc:.;a1, flt',lr I Jd~ l\1e;"ds¡ JepartTnt'nt of El Paraíso. Elevatiun B3:=l mders (2750 ft't't) 
2. FOI",t uf dlqliidlilll¡"'C (f.iq/lidallllmr) rn~rging wilh he~vy gallery foresl (lowarJs lefl), Jepartment nf Sant~ 

B~lrbclr()_ Elt:'\'3tion L).-tt:; Inptt'rs (11()() fpt't). Phntograph by Mi"lrgnret Hog<lhoorn. 
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PLATE 19 
1. View of Lancetilla Vall~y, looking out to sea fmm a selva-covered hill, department of Atlántida. Elevation of 

foreground aboul 150 melers (500 feel) 
2. Selva aboye Lancelilla Valley, department of Atlántida. The palms are a mixture of lancelilla (Astrocaryum 

cohune) and manac.a (Al/ajea cohune). Elevalion aboul 60 melers (200 feel) 
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PLATE20 
1. Sea-breeze scrub forest overlooking Gulf of Fonseca, department of Choluteca. Elevation about 30 meter.; 

(100 feet). Photowaph by Charles M. Bogert 
2. Breña at edge of clearing in rainforest; south end of Lake Yojoa, department of Comayagua. Elevation 625 

meters (2050 feet) 
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PLATE 21 
1. Intergrading uf shu", forest uf black mangrove and buttunw(xJd with mixed scrub. The camera was located 

in salt marsh, and a part of tidal flat is seen in the foreground. Bay of Fonseca department of Choluteca. 
Photograph by Charles M. Bogert 

2. Interior uf tree swam, near south end of Lake Yojoa, department of Comayagua. Elevation 610 meters (2000 
feet) 
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PLATE22 

1. Gallery foresl lending lowards Iree swamp, valley of Río Blanco near Amapa, deparlmenl oE Corlés. The 
small clump palm al Ihe Idl is 11lIisco!l0¡ (/iaclris /l/a}or). Elevaliun 180 Illt'ters (600 feet) 

2. Clearing in gallery fores! un Río Blanco, Am"p", departmenl of Corlés. Elevation abou! 180 melers (600 
feel). Photogmph by Margaret Hog"boolTI. 
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PLATE23 
Trail through se/va-like gallery forest at Amapa, Río Blanco drainage, department of Cortés. Elevation 180 meters (600 feet) 
Heavily wooded hondonada in rainforest above Lancetilla, department of Atlántida. Elevation about lOS meters (350 feet) 
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Carr: Outline for a c1assificalion of animal habitats 
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PLATE24 

1. Vega forest of Rio Yeguare, department of Francisco Moraznn. Elevation aboul805 meters (2650 feet) 
2. Vega forest in f1(X,J plain uf Rí" Guayambre, department uf El Paraíso. Note the elear understory, kept 

open by flood scoUling. The big tree is a fig. Elevati"n about :lO" meters (1000 feet) 
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PLATE25 
L Road through monsoon flOres!, j'lInastr5n Valley, department of El Paraíso. The large tree is a guanacasle 

(EnlerolobíulI1 cyclocarf"'IIl). Elevati"n ~éi5 meters (1825 feet) 
2. Monsoon forest (dry se=on) in valley 01 Guayambre River near Chichicaste, department 01 El Paraíso. 

Elevation 320 meter.; (1O~ leel) 
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Carr: Outline for a classification of animal habitats 

2 

PLATF:26 

1. t\.1ons()(I[\ tort:'~t in tlw r<iiny season, showinh temporary luxuriance of foliagt', nearly all of which will be 
dr()p~")I::'d Llter; J)orthern rim ,)f COlllayagué.l Valley. EIf:'v<1tion h10 rneters (2UUO fet't) 

2. MixL,J ~Tub il1 ¡he ury ~t'ilson, dt-'p.Jrtment nf Cholutecil. Elevation abou"t 8 melers (2."1 feet). Photograph by 
Chi.lrlt:'s ;\,·1 Bt 19lTt 
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PLATE27 
1. Thicket of espino blanco (Acaciajamesiana), Jesús de Otoro, department of Intibucá. Such espinales develop on 

flat ground with a hardpan or with heavy, impermeable soil, and are usually f1,x,ded in invierno. Elevation 
580 meters (1900 f .. et) 

2. Agave steppe aboye Suyapa, department uf Francisco Mortlzán. Note the charaderistic diamonJ checkin~ 
of Ihe ground made by grazing animals. The hills in the background are covered by dry ocotal. Elevation 
790 meters (3600 f .... t) 
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PLATE28 
L Dry thom scrub (dry season) in Com~yagll~ V~lley, department of Comayagua. Within a shor! distance this 

association !,'Tades into almost lifeless steppe Elevation about 615 meters (2U25 leet) 
2. Thorn scrub; Comayagll<1 Valley in tlle ury seí:1so r l. The dark IllilSS in the miInosa tree ís a tennite nest, and 

the barely discernible hole in the center of this was probably made by parakeets which use the nests as 
habililtiollS. Elevation 610 meters (2000 leet) 
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PLATE29 

1. Steppe, with a patch uf ¡!turIl furest in the b..Kkgrt)unJ, Jcpartment of Comayagua. Elevation 6U) Ineters 
(2U[)[) feet). Photograph by Charles M. l30ged 

2. Sleppe terrain along upper UlúLl River near Jesú~ Je Otoro, uepartlTlt:'nt uf Intibucá. Elevation 580 meters 
(1900 feet) 
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PLATE30 
1. Savanna lanu in Lepaguare Valley, department of Olancho. The grasses are native species, but the 

associations has evidently been strongly modified by grazing. Elevation 610 meters (2000 feet ) 
2. J(caro savanna near Jícaro Galán, department af Valle. Elevation.about 25 meters (75 feet) 
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PLATE 31 
1. Tall-grass savanna, in which the dominant species, guinea grass (PaniculII lIIaxillllllli), is introduced bu! no! 

nOVJ tendt:>d; betwt:>f:"n JUtiCLllpL1 Llnu S<ln Francisco ut:' la Paz, department of 01an(ho. Elevation 365 meters 
(1250 feet) 

2. Short-grass savanna (llano), Las Mesas, department of El Paraíso. Elevation 915 meters (3000 feet) 
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PLATE32 
ShoJ1~gri:lss Sdvannd, Hi:lcil~nda La LimL1, Lepnguare Valley, department of Olancho. The vegetation oE this 
¡Llno is partly cultural, invading espino blanco being choppeo out annually with machetes. The failune of 
the pines to encroach upon th" flat land is a consistent tf'ndency. Elevation 610 meters (2000 feet) 

2. Marsh of "ama!,,!c geass (Paspa/llm fasciclI/a!Wll) in depressiun in Caribbean pine woods, departm"nt nf 
Cortés. Elevation "bollt 62.'; meters (20.';0 feet) 
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PLATE33 
1. EJge of a recent clearing in oIJ SlI.amil (in this case st>conú-growth gallery forest) near Amapa, department 

"f Cortés. Elevation lBO meters (6()() feet) Ph"toWaph by Charles M. Bogert 
2. Coyolal in sl.'lIli-ariJ valley of Río Yegur1:', al Escueb Agrícola PanarntTicilntl, uepartment uf Francisco 

Moraz<1n. The C(lyo! palm (Acroc,lll1ia lI1exicana) is wiJespreaJ in Honduras but only occasionally forms 
dense groves sllch as this_ Elevation 790 meters (2600 ft'et) 
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HABITATS 

HABITATS PECULIAR TO THE SERRANIAS 
CUMA TIC ASSOCIA TIONS 

Cloud Forest 

THIS OFIEN LOOSELY APPLIED TERM is 
used in the present case in its broader sense to 
include any upland woods that owes its 
character to lower temperatures and cloud 
condensation, or perhaps more directly to the 
resulting low evaporation rates (fig. 5), rather 
than to direct predpitation. The seant data 
available suggest that a cloud forest may 
develop on heights that receive about the same 
amount of actual rainfall as the surrounding 
semi-arid lowland (see table 1), and my own 
observations tend to support the exiting records. 
Obviously certain peaks and ridges do get an 
extra ration of orographic rainfall, but the 
discrepancy appears to be of Iittle effect in 
modifying Ihe major features of the c1oud-foresl 
formation. Because of strategic location with 
respect o the prevailing northeasterly winds, this 
association develops at lower level on the 
Caribbean slopes that in the interior. 

In certain sections, notably in the 
southcentral part of the country, isolation of the 
cloud forests is complete, and they comprise 
scattered mesophytic islands in the semiarid 
ocotal. Elsewhere, however, there may be 
intergradation with other hardwood 
associations. In the department of Olancho, for 
example, c10ud forest merges with the local 
dedduous forest types on several fronts. In parts 
of Paraíso the gallery forests of the upper Patuca 
drainage occasionally thrust fingers of 
broad-Ieafed vegetation up the same ravines 
that, headword, receive extensions of the 
c1oud-forest periphery. Around the south end of 
Lake Yojoa there is a magnificent and ostensibly 
primeval woods (pI. 14, fig. 1) which appears to 
owe its existence to three distinct factors, as 
follows: (1) augmented moisture content of the 
prevailing northerly wind sweeping across the 
lake, (2) higher rainfall, apparently caused by 
local convection effects, and (3) widespread 
Iimestone outcroppings, since lava flows in the 
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same area are consistently covered with open 
woods of Pinus caribaea. 

Where the c10ud forest is most typicalIy 
developed as a disjunct mountain-summit 
environment, it usually comes in at elevations of 
between 1050 and 1370 meters (3500 and 4500 
feet), perhaps more frequently near the lalter 
height (see fig. 6) 

As defined here the c10ud forest in comprised 
of three quite different associations. While 
certain animals range throughout the forrnation, 
only a handful of the larger, more active 
mammals are common to the dry valleys and the 
upper, hardwood facies of the c10ud forest, 
although sorne forms from the semi-arid 
lowland habitats range well into the pinabetal. 
However, the quetzal and numerous other birds, 
several mice, two spedes of shrews of the genus 
Cryptotis, and a long Iist of other animals, both 
vertebrate and invertebrate, c1early recognize the 
lower Iimits of the hardwood climax and rarely 
cross them. On the other hand such birds as the 
black c/u¡c/u¡laca (Penelopina) and the ocellated 
quail (Cyrtonix) appear not lo discriminate 
between hardwood and high pine, and another 
group of forms (the toad Bufo caceifer, the Iizard 
Seeloporus malachitieus, and the snake lmantodes 
sp.) occurs in all three of the associations. 

The three major cloud-forest associations are 
as folIows: 

HIGH OCOTAL ASSOCIA TION 

This is essentially a moist woods of oeote pine 
(Pinus oocarpa), or of pine and oak, with the 
Iimbs of the trees supporting a large epiphyte 
flora, and with more or less luxuriant 
undergrowth of small trees and shrubs, often 
dominated by melostomes. The bromeliads are 
mostly of narrow- and hard-leafed species. 
Shade is constant and often dense. Obviously 
this community is merely a belt of transition 
from ocotal to higher cloud forest, but its zonal 
breadth, frequence of occurrence, and 
consistency in composition make necessary its 
recognition as a distinct habita!. 
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Fig. 5. Graph comparing dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures in the semi-arid Yeguare River Valley, Honduras 
(al Escuela Agrícola Panamericana, elevation 790 melers) and in the broad-Ieafed doud forest on Cerro Uyuca at 
an elevation of 1840 melers. The horizontal dislance separnting Ihe Iwo slalions in approximalely 3 miles. 
Simullaneous readings were made wilh sling psychrometers at ahourly intezvals throughout a 24-hour cyde 
dunng the dry season (March 3-4, 1949). As mentioned in the text, the cloud forested peaks of the Pacific 
drronage appear to receive Httle or no more rainfall than many of the semi-arid valleys, and the heavy. 
mesophy!ic vegetation of the former mus! thus be attributed mainly to lower evaporation rates. 
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CEIBA 

PINABETAL 
Plate 14, figure 2 

At elevations varying according to the 
exposure but with the mean perhaps dose to 
1370 meters (4500 feet), the preceding type gives 
way gradually or suddenly to a community 
dominated by Pinus pseudostrobus, usually with 
epiphyte flora similar to that of the foregoing 
type and with admixture of smaller trees and 
shrubs derived from both upper and lower 
levels. Despite the transitional nature of the 
subdominant elements, this is a conspicuously 
distinct community that nearly always separa tes 
hardwood doud forest from ocotal on mountains 
on which the Cormer is present, while on the 
numerous peaks that rise no higher that 1220 to 
1525 meters (4000 to 5000 feet) pinabetes usually 
crown the summits. 

HARDWOODCLOUDFOREST 
Plate 12, figures 1, 2: plate 13, figure 1 

The truly primeval vapor forest is similar in 
superficial appearance to the most luxuriant 
tropical rainforest, but is almost wholly different 
in details oC composition. On the average it is a 
mesic woods in which various species of oaks 
and aguacates usually predominate and with an 
epiphytic flora of often bewildering variety, 
incomparably more varied than that of the 
lowland selvas. The trees are large-often 
immense-and usually strongly buttressed; a 
large proportion of them produce fruits 
palatable to mammals and birds. The annual 
accretion of organic litter is great and, while soils 
of these woods include sorne of the finest in the 
highlands, under certain circumstances there 
may be almost no humus production. On sorne 
of the steeper slopes the forest may be footed on 
bedrock under only a few inches of reddish or 
brownday. 

It is convenient to recognize three zones 
within the hardwood forest, as follows: 

1. The typical oak-Lauraceae association on 
more or less exposed slopes and summits up 
to 1980 to 2135 meters (6500-7000 feet), with 
relatively open understory of melostomes, 
Piperaceae, treefems, and other shrubs. 

2. The local, edaphíc varíant of the aboye in 
protected glens and ravines, where treefem 
growth is at a maximum and where the 
lower levels are shared with slender palms 
of the genus Chamaedorea. Begonias are 
abundant, and the low evaporation rates 
that prevail permit growth of Iiverworts 
regardless of the presence or absence oi 
surface water. Throughout most of the year 
big planarians glide about on the wet leaf 
mold. 

3. Peña wind scrub (pI. 13, fig. 2), an 
extraordinary association confined to the 
highest peaks or ridges with maximum 
exposure. Jt is a seemingly incongruous 
combination of dwarfed and twisted 
microphyllous and sderophyllous tress and 
shrubs, Ericaceae, Myrtiaceae, Myrsinaceae, 
and the like, implying xeric conditions but 
with an astounding array of mosses, filmy 
fems, selaginellas, and similar delicale 
hygrophyllous epiphytes. Although al first 
glance this is an altogether ill-assorted 
looking flora, the incongruity is only 
apparent, since each of the two floristic 
elements is in its own way adapted to 
withstand drastic reversals in its water 
economy. On these peñas the wind blows 
almost constantly, often violently, and while 
it usually brings in abundance of moisture, it 
imposes a heavy penalty when the supply 
fails for even a shorth periodo The 
wind-pruned trees meet the situation by 
conservation of their moisture, while their 
cryptogamic guests yield freely to 
desiccation, lasping into dormancy almost 
on a moment's notice, and without 
permanent injury. 

Further accentuation of the factors that mold 
these wind scrubs, coming with altitudes slightly 
higher that the usual maxima for Honduras, may 
produce either of two very different and 
distinctive habitats. These are a dense, humid 
forest of cypress (Cupressus spp.), or of cypress, 
fir (A bies religiosa oc related forms), and other 
conifers, and a series of bleak, al pine scrub 
communities, which, according to Paul Standley, 
in Guatemala have a predominantly boreal flora 
but which in the Talamance Range of Costa Rica 
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are real paramillos of distinctly Andean casto In 
Honduras the cypress forest was thought to be 
confined to afew peaks along the Guatemalan 
border, but Alphonse Chable of the Tela 
Railroad Company, Agua Azul, recently found 
at 2285 meters (7500 feet) the beginning of a zone 
of cypress (Cupressus) on Cerro Santa Barbara 
west of Lake Yojoa (pI. 15, fig.1). The true 
paramo is not represented in Honduras, its 
northem outpost being (again according to 
Standley) the exceedingly interesting example on 
the erest on the Cerro de la Muerte in Costa Rica, 
but there is marked similarity in general 
appearance between this cold and wind-swept 
muskeg and the highest and most exposed of the 
Honduranian wind scrubs. 

The faunas of these highest levels are 
virtualIy unknown but certainly are meager in 
Honduras. It is perhaps worth noting that in 
both the wind scrub of Honduras and the 
Talamancan paramillo a form of tapir is a 
frequent and common resident or visitor, 
sometimes climbing the most incredibly steep 
and slippery moss-draped rock faces in its 
wanderings. 

Edaphic Associations 
Ocota! 

The pine woods, or acotal, usually formed by 
Pinus oocarpa, but on sorne of the leeward slopes 
in the north by Pinus caribaea, is easily the most 
widespread association in the interior of 
Honduras. It occurs, primitively, on all 
welI-drained slopes, apparently with Httle 
regard to the soil type, between elevations of 
roughly 610 and 1370 meters (2000 and 4500 
feet). It includes a host of facies, the extremes of 
which are so divergent as to have in common 
only the one constituent species of pine tree and 
the fact that they always develop on inclined 
terrain, avoiding even the most restricted 
patches of flat land. As animal habitats the 
various types of ocotal probably differ more 
widely from one another than from many other 
communities with wholIy different vegetation. 
The more obvious subtypes of the ocotal are as 
follows: 

Shaded Ocotal 
Plate 16, figure 1 

This is a relatively moist pine woods found 
on the higher or more northerIy slopes of the 
mountains. The better hygric conditions pennit 
fairly close spacing of the pines and moderate to 
good growth of shrubs, bracken, and taH grnss 
substratum. Fence Iizards (Sceloporus) are rarely 
found in this woods, but craneflies and 
mosquitoes may be seasonally common. 

ParkOcotal 
Plate 17, figure 1 

More widespread than the above, this open, 
park-like pine forest covers the countless dry 
slopes of the interior where the skeletal soils may 
be extremely shallow or nearly non-existent. 
Bunch grass or other herbaceous ground cover 
may dry out during verano but the ground is 
never bare over large areas. Fence Iizards are 
relatively common here and crnneflies and 
mosquitoes apparently completely lacking, even 
during the height of the wet sea son. 

Ocota! Steppe 
Plate 17, figure 2 

In this phase of the acotal the trees are 
dwarfed by drought and sterility of soil and 
show wide and desultory spacing. During the 
dry season the annual herbaceous vegetation 
dries up and blows away, exposing the raw 
surface of the undifferentiated beds of clay or of 
white or red ash. The fauna of this rather 
widespread habitat is poor to almost 
non-existent. 

Ocotal-pedregal 
Plate 18, figure 1 

This is an excessively rocky type of pine 
woods that has somehow established itself on 
broken and usually sharply inclined lava flows 
where soil, and consequentIy an herbaceous 
understory, are almost completely lacking. In 
general the vertebra te faunas of these pedregales 
are fairIy well developed, especially in the 
basaltic f10ws in which extensive fragmentation 
affords unlimited refuge from drought in the 
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fonn of cracks and deep fissures. This is the 
optimum habitat of the local rock wren 
(Salpinctes). 

Diquidumbal 
Plate 18, figure 2 

A forest of sweet gum (Liquidambar), known 
widely in Honduras by an extraordinary 
corruption of the generic name of the tree, 
diquidumbe, occurs where the water tables rises 
or is intercepted, at elevations usually aboye the 
acotal and below the c10ud c1imax, thus most 
often replacing pinabetes. The trees, which attain 
heights of well over 30 meters (100 feet) in 
favorable locations, may occur in nearly pure 
stands over considerable areas, fonning groves 
that are far more imposing than any sweet-gum 
woods I ever saw in the southeastern United 
States. Around the northwest shore of Lake 
Yojoa, Alphonse Chable called my attention to a 
curious overlapping ot the tropical gallery tares! 
of the lake shore and the sweet-gum woods of 
the slopes aboye. In the drier interior the 
lower-level adaphic equivalent of the 
diquidumbal appears to be the groves of roble 
(broad-Ieafed) oaks, and the two frequently 
occur in the mixed stands. 

Falda Encinal-robledal 

Wherever ground water rises in the pine 
woods oaks tend to come in. Since interception 
of the water table occurs regularly where the 
mountain inclines level off to the valley floors, 
oak forest is characteristically found in this Jalda 
zone. The oaks are of two general groups, a 
large-Ieafed series (one or more species), known 
locally as roble, and a smalleafed group, the most 
common of which is Quercus oleoides and which 
goes by the name encino. Roble and encino may 
grow in either mutually exclusive or mixed 
stands, and the woods that they fonn vary from 
dense, shaded foresto It should be mentioned 
that both roble and encino occur in several 
other associations, but that one or the other is 
nearly always a conspicuous feature of the 
vegetation of the lower seepage slopes. 

Habitats Peculiar To The Lowlands 
Savanna 

Pinus caribaea savanna 

This fonnation is mast extensively developed 
on the broad plains of the Mosquitia, where 
drastically leached and highlyacid alluvial soils 
support open stands of Caribbean pine with 
ground cover of small shrubs or of either tall or 
short grasses, usually the latter. This appears to 
be the nearest thing to a troe c1imatic savanna 
that Honduras affords, although even here the 
nature of the soil is intimately involved in the 
charader of the community; whether this is 
cause or effect, however, is not immediately 
apparen!. 

Rainforest 

The tropical rainforest, with 80 inches or 
more of annual precipitation coming with 
minimum seasonal f1uduation, formerly had 
much greater distribution in the Caribbean 
lowlands, having been markedly reduced by 
agriculture and by timber operations in the more 
accessible areas. Shank (MS) gives 5,000,000 
heda res as the total remaining area of virgin 
rainforest, making this the mast extensive forest 
type in Honduras, but this estimate 
comprehends al] c1asses of timber lands in which 
such commercially important trees as 
mahogany, cedar (Cedrela), laurel (Cordia), San 
Juan (Tabebuia), and rosewood (Dalbergia) occur 
and thus includes a number of communities, 
both edaphic and c1imatie, that are segregated in 
the present outline. 

Selva 
Plate 16, figure 2; plate 19, figures 1,2 

This is the true primeva] forest, the term 
primeval being used in the present paper as the 
equivalent of "virgin mesophy c1imax", implying 
as well that the vegetation is sustained by 
atmaspherie water and not by some azonal 
edaphic condition. In the taU selva the annual 
rainfall is relatively steady, and the trees, which 
occasionally attain heights of more than 60 
meters (200 feet), are of the most amazing 
specifie variety, only very rarely composing pure 
stands of single or few species, and including a 
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minimum of deciduous forms. In the mahogany 
trade of frequency of one tree per acre is an 
expectional and valuable stand, and while sorne 
few selva species may occur more abundantly, 
the majority are perhaps just as thinly dispersed 
or even more so The upper leaf canopy is 
continuous, and the trunks are mostly buttressed 
to sustain the huge burden of foliage. The tree 
crowns stratify at several levels, but the 
understory is open, with relatively meager, 
typically soft-stemmed shrubby or herbaceous 
undergrowth, incIuding no grasses. Lianas are 
numerous. Leaf litter is deep, but the humus 
content of the soil varies from high to 
surprisingly low. 

JUNGLE 
Plate 22, figure 2 

In its present sense the term ¡ungle is 
restricted to natural, usually local, and 
frequently edaphic variants or subclimax stages 
of the rainforest community. It is necessary to 
stipulate "natural" inasmuch as sorne of these 
¡ungle associations, although untouched by man, 
may have much the same appearance as the 
cut-over guamiles described later. In the vast 
rainforest are of Nicaragua, which includes some 
of the most impressive selva in the American 
tropics, there are large areas of absolutely virgin 
territory in which, however, the low, close cover 
is evidently no climax. I had the opportunity of 
accompanying Mr. Paul Shank on a 100-mile 
timber cruise through the uninhabited territory 
behind Pearl Lagoon, on the Caribbean coast, 
where we spent several weeks wandering about 
in woods that showed every sign of having 
grown up from cleared fields within the 
preceding 30 or 40 years. In this particular case 
it seems possible that the curiously subclimactic 
character of the forest may have been due to 
damage, possibly repeated blowdown, by 
hurricanes, of which there have been due to 
damage, possibly repeated blowdown, by 
hurricanes, of which there have been a few 
severe ones in the past half century. 1 use the 
word jungle to include also local rainfarest 
variants with heavy underbrush, or in which for 

any natural cause one or two species of smaller 
trees are conspicuously dominant, as in the 
thickets formed by various palms, notably by the 
manaca palm (Attalea cayune), and in the 
better-drained bamboo brakes. 

Expect for its relatively sterile, purestand 
facies, the jungle rainforest, while lacking the 
imposing, cathedral-like interiors of lhe tall selva, 
may often offer even richer environments, 
especially for the larger animals. Such browsers 
as deer, brocket, and tapir require an abundant 
and varied understory flora such as the jungle 
affords, and for some reason tinamous, 
penelopes, and agoutis also reach their 
culminating abundance in the more cluttered 
woods. While the treetop fauna in general 
favors the selva, the toucans and whitefaced 
monkeys among its members occur more 
commonly in the smaller trees of the jungle. The 
smaIl bands of sajino, or collared peccary, may be 
true selva animals, but for the great nomadic 
hordes of whitelipped peccary, which range 
widely in the climax forest and may reside there 
when sorne preferred fruit is falling, the 
optimum permanent habitat remains the jungle 
thickest or broken breña country where 
concealment is easier and sloughs and creeks are 
more frequent. 

Breña 
Plate 20, figure 2 

Where the rainforest is dissected by ravines 
or invaded by meandering streams that 
undercut and topple the big trees, and wherever 
else light is admitted to the forest floor, there 
may develop impenetrable tangles or shrubby 
and herbaceous growth overgrown and roped 
together into a solid mass by vines and creepers. 
Such vegetation is characteristic of the banks of 
the lower streams and the edges of clearing and 
occasionally, for no apparent reason, it replaces 
rainforest over fairly extensive areas. Breña is 
the habitat par excellence of wild pigs, tapir, and 
many species of mice, rats, and snakes. While 
pavas (Penelope) abound, the curassow appears 
never to enter such situations. 
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Sea-breeze Scrub Forest 
Plate 20, figure 1 

This is a very locally distributed community 
of small- and medium-sized, partly deciduous 
trees, found only in restricted patches on 
seaward slopes oi exposed cHffs and volcanoes 
in and around the Gulf of Fonseca. Its 
composition appears to be more or less 
completely duplicated in some of the more 
widespread wet-season forests of the Pacific 
slopes, but the location and orientation of the 
several tracts that 1 have observed, such as that 
aboye the town of Amapala on Tigre Island, 
would appear to indicate dependence on vapor 
brought in by the local sea breeze rather than on 
the seasonal monsoon effect. However, even 
here there is considerable annual variation in the 
hygric leve!, since the diurnal monsoon varies 
with the height oi the sun, and the rain-bearing 
(or rain-generating) northerlies tend to fall off 
d uring verano. 

Swamps 
Mangrove Swamp 
Plate 21, figure 1 

As on most low, tropical shores the dominant 
littoral vegetation on both coasts of Honduras is 
the saline tidal swamp of red mangrove, 
although this alterna tes in places with patches of 
grass marsh. Behind the mangledal, 'on 
somewhat drier ground, the red mangroves are 
graduaIly replaced by black mangrove 
(Avicennia), white mangrove (Laguncularia), 
buttonwood (Conocarpus), manchineel 
(Hippomane), and similar halophilous trees. 
Inland, the saline communities either grade into 
fresh-water marsh or are replaced by pine 
savanna or rainforest. 

Fresh Tree Swamp 

There is considerable hydrophytic forest on 
the North Coast and a small amount in the 
Paciiic coastal plain. Of this major habitat the 
following intergrading subtypes should be 
mentioned: 

FRESH TIDAL SW AMP: This specialized 
environment is particularly cammon towards 

the westem end of the north coast. It is a 
transition zone between mangrove and fresh 
swamp and obviously offers peculiar conditions 
as a habitat. As Stanley (1931) pointed out, a 
conspicuous feature of these tidal swamps is the 
consistent presence of the tree sangre (Pterocarpus 
belizensís), which may dominate the association 
throughout considerable change in salinity, 
being found from fresh into quite brackish 
water. 

SWAMP FOREST (pI. 14, Fig. 1; PI. 21, Fig.2): 
These swamps vary widely in respect to degree 
and duration oi flooding and accordingly 
comprise a number of different communities. 
On the Paciiic coast the only important swamp 
associations undergo severe drought in verano 
and are inhabited only by plants and animals 
content to live on drought-hardened c\ay or 
cracked and fissured mud during several 
months of the year. Various species oi Ficus 
thrive under these canditions and in many such 
swamps may constitute perhaps 80 per cent or 
more of the tree association. Elsewhere on the 
sauth coast the wet-season swamp community 
may be a somewhat varied association of such 
trees as tempisque (Sideroxylon), ojushte (Trophis), 
tambor (Schizolobium), hule (Castilia), and other, 
intermixed or not with the gib figs. It is only in 
the caribbean lowlands that there are large areas 
of swam p offering year-around hygric 
conditions. Here the forests that develop on low 
vegas, behind naturallevees, and on lake shores 
or in old lake basins may approach (but never 
quite attain) the luxuriance of the mesophytic 
rainforest. Even in the heaviest swamp timber 
the size of the trees is relatively small. While in 
same swamps the lower stories are inhibited by 
intermittent flooding, there may be rank growth 
of tender herbaceous plants, especially of 
c1imbing species of aroids, begonias, and the 
Iike. Creepers and lianas with aerial roots are 
conspicuous. Stanley (loe. cit.) describes a 
swamp forest of the Tela area as made up largely 
of Pithecolobium longifolium, Cynometra spp., 
Dalbergia monetaria, and Inga spp., and the same 
writer points out the occurrence there of the 
gualiqueme or pito swamp, a wet-ground 
consocies of Erythrina spp., found also to a 
limited extent on the Pacific caast. Cecropia, 
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balsa, willow (Salix chilensis), and tambor 
(Schizolobium) are ubiquitous in the river 
swamps, and heliconias may be abundan!. 

CAÑ ABRA V A BRAKES: Rank stands of caña 
brava (Gynerium) may replace tree swamp in 
poor flood-plain 50ils 

BOMBOO THICKETS: Of fairly frequent 
occurrence, again usually on stream banks, but 
on better soil than the aboye, are graves of 
big-stemmed bamboos that may be so densely 
speced as to be neariy impenetrable. 

HUISCOYOL SW AMP (PI. 22, Fig. 1): This 
exclusive community of Bactris spp., a slender 
clump palm with ghastly, glasshard stem spines, 
is widespread in the Caribbean plain and of 
occasional occurrence on the south coas!. Even 
more than the two preceding situations the 
huiscayol swamp is a dreary and forbidding 
environment, for the human intruder at least. 1 
rate as one of the more harrowing 
misadventures of my field experience three 
hours spent lost in a maze of tunnel-like tapir 
trails in knee-deep water in a huiscoyol swamp. 
These swamps are relatively well populated by 
mammals and larger birds, owing probably to 
the large crops of fairly palatable fruits that they 
produce. 

Habitats Common To Serranías And 
Lowlands 

Gallery Forest 
Vega and River-Bottom Forests 

Plate 22, figures 1, 2; plate 23, figure 1, 
plate 24, figure 1 

These are corridors of varying breadth 
confined to the flood plains and valleys of 
streams. Usually deminated by fig and ceiba, or 
by guanacaste and other monsoon forest species 
at the higher levels, there is progressive 
admixture of rainforest trees as the Iowlands are 
approached, until finally the gaIlery forests of 
the lowland Caribbean streams may show only 
minor differences from the surrounding tropical 
rainforest. The vega forests are obviously of the 
greatest zoogeographical significance, serving as 
mesic highways for the rainforest biota. As was 

mentioned earlier, they may even extend up 
ravines and establish contact with descending 
fingers of c10ud fores!. 

Dry Gullies and Fence Rows 

In the upland valIeys and drier lowlands the 
strips of slightly modified soil environment 
folIowing the beds of dry gullies and draws and 
the more ancient trails and fence rows produce 
narrow files of trees which often belong to 
species that occur widely scattered in the 
surrounding territory, but which in the hedge 
rows may afford a fairIy continuous leaf canopy, 
during the wet sea son at least, and indude 
several species that produce edible fruits in 
abundance. Some of these trees are heavily 
infested by mistletoe, the berries of which are a 
major seasonal ítem in the diet of a number of 
birds. Sorne of the more common trees of this 
widespread vegetational type are molinillo 
(Luchea candida), tapaculo (Guazuma ulmifolía) , 
Indio desnudo (BuTsera simaruba), jocote (Spondias 
mombin) piñon (Jatroplia curcus), madrecacao 
(Gliricidia sepium), calgalera (Celtis iguanaea), and 
macueliw (Tabebuia pentaphyla). 

Hondonadas 
PIate 15, figure 2; plate 23, figure 2 

Although sharing many features with the 
two preceding habitats, the ravine forests, 
known locaIly as hondonadns, show certain 
characteristic aspects that probably warrant their 
recognition as separate biotic communities. 
Here again, however, it should be emphasized 
that the hondonadns may undergo more 
divergence in details of vegetation from lowland 
to upland than may be seen when their extremes 
of variation are compared with sorne vega forest 
or fence row types. TypicalIy, however, 
hondonadns are relatively deep narrow troughs 
with probably higher and more even humidity 
than the preceding communities and certainly 
with more constant temperature and 
conspicuously less ilIuminations. They are not 
subject to annual flood scouring of their lower 
levels as are the vega forests, and mostly the dry 
season produces little change in the upper leaf 
canopy. Faunistically they are virtualIy 
unexplored, and when data become available 
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this major habitat will almost certainly require 
extensive subdivision. Since the hondonadas 
furnish relatively cool, damp, and shady 
corridors for crossing dry savanna, steppe, and 
ocotal and merge with the floodplain forests to 
afford often continuous connection between 
lower tropical rainforest and upper tropical 
cloud forest, they must be regarded as a factor of 
prime importance in the ecology of the region. 

Monsoon Forest 
Plate 25, figure 1, 2; plate 26, figure 1 

Inland fram the marine-c1imate rainforest 
and away from the vega forest of the larger 
streams, the lengthening dry season gradually 
suppresses many of the trees of the primeval 
selva and favors deciduous species. Thus, there 
develops a modified, rainforest, called variously 
"dry forest," "deciduous forest," "wet-season 
forest: or "monsoon forest," which is of vast 
extent in Honduras, in places climbing the 
windward slopes to elevations of 610 meters 
(2000 feet) or even 915 meters (3000 feet), to be 
lost in the ocotaI or in c10ud foresto Typically it is 
by no means a benign environment, a fact that 
repeatedly is reflected in the poverty of its 
faunas. While in the rainy sea son the association 
gives the superficial impression of a primeval 
forest, a closer scrutiny reveals strong 
differences. The trees are smaller, more widely 
spaced, and markedly less varied as to species. 
Since the burden of their foliage is lighter they 
are rarely buUressed. The ground is not 
necessarily completely shaded, even in invierno, 
and the greater illumination often pennits 
growth of grasses, while arums, peperonias, 
begonias, and similar tender herbs do not thrive. 
Many of the trees (sometimes a majority, 
sometimes not) lose their leaves at the end of the 
wet season, bringing a drastic change in the 
appearance and ecology of the habitat. Sunlight 
penetra tes freely, and wind sweeps through the 
woods, drying out and hardening the soil, 
tumbling the leaf Iitter about, and retarding 
development of humus. Only the larger animals 
or those capable of going into aestivation, or the 
fauna of the bromeliads (which are sometimes 
abundant, sometimes absent), can survive in the 
higher, more xeric extensions and outlying 

patches of monsoon forest. There are obviously 
a large number of local variations of this majar 
habitats and all sorts of intergrading between it 
and most of the other land types. 

MixedScrub 
Plate 26, figure 2 

This is a generic tenn, but one with evident 
validity as a broad type that apparently recurs 
with frequency throughout the world under 
similar conditions of c1imate and perhaps to 
sorne extent of soil. In general c1imatological 
tenns the requirements for the type have been 
given as a 40- to 60-inch rainfall with markedly 
seasonal distribution. While in Honduras the 
association does not tum up invariably within 
these precipitation limits, it nevertheless appears 
to be largely a c1imatic phenomenon and one 
that is favored by hygric conditions intennediate 
between those ol monsoon forest and those ol 
thom forest, with both of which it shares its 
flora. While often found on cut-over land as a 
successional stage, it appears to be the climax 
association for sorne areas. To what extent it is 
affected by edaphic factors is not known 
a\though in the Comayagua Valley abrupt 
transition from mixed scrub to thom forest and 
to steppe vegetation, and it is believed that these 
changes are due principally to differences in the 
characler of the subsoil. 

The intennediate position of the mixed scrub 
is iIlustrated by its relationship with locally 
contiguous types. Besides the relationship 
mentioned aboye 1 have seen many examples of 
transition from scrub to espinal (wet meadow oi 
espino blanco, Acacia farnesiana, pI. 27, fig. 1) or to 
short grass and sedge meadow, where a hardpan 
is present. Where ground water lies deep but 
fertility is moderate it may grade or break into 
carbonal (Mimosa tenuifIora in pure stand), and on 
penneable sterile gravel and eroded soils it often 
gives way to cactus-agave steppe (pI. 27, fig. 2). 
On the drier slopes with poor, shallow soils il is 
replaced by acota!. As the bases of the steeper 
cJiffs are approached and seepage ameliorates 
the effects of verano, the scrub loses thorn 
components, acquires mesophytic elements, and 
either becomes a mesic woods cJosely similar to 
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wet monsoon or galIery forest or grades into 
robledill. 

TbornScrub 
PIate 28, figures 1,2 

In Honduras thom forests or thickets of 
various types are widespread in dry country on 
well-drained to poorly drained soils of fair to 
good fertility. Perhaps the most ubiquitous 
thom forest in Honduras is the carbonal, a more 
or less pure stand of cmbon (Mim05a tenuifIora); 
frequently mixing with this, especialIy in 
cut-over and bumed areas, is the pink-flowered 
Mim05a albidil, which on occasion torms its own 
exclusive thickets both in the valleys and in 
ocotal draws. Elsewhere, and most notably in the 
extremely interesting thorn forest of certain 
sections oE the Honduras Depression, the 
association may be made up of a wide variety of 
thom trees, both leguminous and otherwise. the 
pure-stand carbonales and espinales tor the most 
part support poor permanent faunas, although 
they are used extensively as refuge cover by the 
more vagile animal s such as the larger mammals 
and ground birds. In the big mixed-thom 
woods, however, the variety and relatively large 
size of the trees make for more stable ecology, 
offering especially a more constant and varied 
foad supply. In sorne of these forests deer and 
peccary may be common and such forest 
animals as the pava, the tepescuinte (paca), and 
pisotes (coatí) evidently find year-around 
sustenance. As was mentioned previously, only 
a very slight disparity in moisture economy 
supports the divergence of thom scrub and 
mixed scrub. Although the former is in general 
the more xeric environment of the two, it 
usuaJly has a richer vertebra te fauna, owing 
presumably to a higher percentage of trees 
bearing edible fruits. 

Steppe 
PIate 27, figure 2; pIate 29, figures 1,2 

With or without the sanction of the 
c1imatoJogists it is necessary to recognize the 
occurrence of steppe communities in Honduras. 
1 use the term to embrace all semi-desert terrain 
in which whatever tree or shrub growth may 

occur is very widely, and often erratically, 
spaced and in which most or all of the 
herbaceous vegetation disappears during the dry 
season. Such steppes may be either natural or 
artificial. It is hard for the observer to 
distinguish between the two types, and 1 doubt if 
the fauna ever does. Such wastes occur 
regularIy in rain shadows, on either valley or 
mountainside, where the rainfaIl is minimum 
and the verano is trenchant and 
uncompromising. What 1 take to be wholIy 
natural steppe associations occur on the terraces 
of sterile quartzite gravel along the Choluteca 
River, i~ the southem part of the Comayagua 
Valley, In the lee of the mountains of the 
Caribbean coast, and on numerous 
undifferentiated ash beds and lava flows 
throughout the country, especially on the PaciEic 
slope. In the orotal regions what appear to be 
artificial steppes are encountered with 
depressing frequency. While gulying and such 
more evident forms of soilloss are astonishingly 
inconspicuous in Honduras, the insidious 
processes of sheet erosion are nearIy everywhere 
evident in the inhabited uplands. Through 
buming, clearing, overgrazing, and the other 
c1assic forms of land abuse the organic content of 
the soil is constantly reduced and its capacity to 
retain water los!. Runoff of the occasional 
torrential rains of invierno sweeps down the 
slopes and eventualIy bears away everything 
portable, leaving only bare rock, coarse rock 
debris, or raw ash. These processes are not 
confined to ruderallands but go on all the time 
in the lower and more open ocotal where ground 
vegetation is sparse. There seems to me to be 
little ecological justification for a distinction 
between these erosion steppes and the 
indigenous clima tic variety, since living 
conditions are equalIy rigorous in the two. The 
harshness and parsimony of the relatively huge 
areas in which steppe conditions occur in 
Honduras are in my mind sufficient explanation 
tor the faunal poverty which, despite a strategic 
zoogeographic location and large species list, is a 
salient faunistic feature of the interior of 
Honduras, and one that is remarked upon by 
nearlyall visiting zoologists. 
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Savannas 

although the so-called savanna climate 
prevails over a large pact of Honduras, there is 
no cectainly that any of the several types of 
savannas found in the region are primarily of 
climatic origino Instead, except possibly for 
those of the outer Mosquitia, the savannas of 
Honduras appear to owe their existence to a 
number of topographic, edaphic, and cultural 
factors. Cectain more obvious conditions 
favoring savanna formation are flat terrain, 
presence of hardpan, seasonally or sporadically 
high water table, overgrazing of potentially 
more hygric associations, repeated buming of 
potentially more hygric associations, and 
agricultural operations permitting invasion of 
c\eared land by exotic or native grasses as a 
successional stage. 

The mere fact that nearly all the savannas of 
inland Honduras occur on flat land suggests 
strongly that they are caused primarily by other 
than c1imatic factors. For example, throughout 
the highlands acote pines cover most of the 
slopes. Wherever the land levels off, however, 
whether in a quacter-acre swale or in a 
lD,OOO-acre valley floor the acotal is replaced 
either by savanna or by some type of hardwood 
or thom foresto WhiJe the relationship between 
savanna and Ihe various forest types may 
sometimes be a question of local c1imatic effect, 
the influences that segrega te these associations 
from acotal are almost cectainly most frequently 
edaphic. 

It appears likely that the superficialIy similar 
savanna environments may often have 
developed through the operation of distinet sets 
of faetors. It is usually difficult to see any 
difference between a natural shortgrass 
subclimax and a purely cultural potrero in which 
the same grasses are favored and natural 
succession is held in check by the direct 
grubbing out of invading bushes and trees. 
Sorne oí the grazed llanos are clearly of 
composite origin (pI. 30, fig. 1). One often sees 
large traets of llano on rolling land where the 
flat, shoct-grass areas between the hills are 
essentially natural (pI. 31, fig. 2; pI. 32, fig. 1) but 
where the same clean grassland sweeps up the 

hillsides to meet and even en ter the pine woods, 
this inclined portion being maintained ooly by 
machete work. A close comparison on the flat 
and sloping sections of these llanos usually 
reveals marked differences in the component 
grass and sedge species, even though the 
appearance of the two zones is very similar. If 
such terrain as this is untended and not grazed, 
the inclined edges often revert lo thicket or ocotal 
while the flat areas remain meadow or savanna. 

Of the great variety of savannas that occur in 
Honduras the following three groups suggest 
themselves: 

Tree Savanna 

This is essentiallY a flat or gently rolling 
grassland set with more or less widely spaced 
trees which usually are of one or two species in a 
given traet of savanna. A type that is widely 
distributed on the Pacific slope from near sea 
level up to at least 1220 meters (4000 feet) in 
elevation is the distinctive jícaro savanna (pI. 30, 
fig. 2) in which an orchardlike stand of jfcaro or 
guacal (Crescentia alata) is associated with a 
grass-sedge understory and varying 
concentration of meadowland bushes. The 
characteristically hollow trunk and Iimbs of the 
jícaro trees are usually occupied by various 
insects, frogs, and reptiles, and it is perhaps for 
this reason that the jícaro orchards are among the 
more populous savanna habitats. The 
association occurs on soils that are often boggy 
in invierno and hard-baked in verano. Where a 
definite hardpan retains the wet-season water to 
the extent of fonning marshes or shallow ponds, 
the main arborescent type is espino blanco (pI. 27, 
fig. 1), sometimes intermixed and rarely even 
replaced by guaya and roble. In eastem Morazán 
and Olancho I have seen the latter two species in 
pure stands in marshy meadows. 

Tall-grass Savanna 
Plate 31, figure 1 

This term serves as a catch-all for a variety of 
habitats in which sorne species of tall grass is Ihe 
dominant plant but in which the vegetation is 
not determined by a permanently high water 
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table, as in the various kinds of grass marshes. 
In sections of the Mosc:¡uitia, associations of tall 
coarse grasses cover great areas of what may be 
true c1imatic savanna, but these marge with 
similar types that in central Olancho are 
certainly partly cultural. Such introduced 
pasture grasses as ]aragua, Guinea, Para, some 
of which are said to have reached Honduras as 
many as a hundred years ago, have taken over 
huge tracts of suitable terrain, and while in some 
sections they may be replaced by thorn, 
elsewhere they appear to be in equilibrium with 
local conditions. 

Short-grass Savanna 
Plate 30, figure 1; plate 31, figure 2; plate 

32, figure 1 

This is essentially a meadow-soil 
environment with short grasses (here called 
indiscriminately grama), usually including carpet 
grass, and a number of diminutive sedges. It is 
evidently consistently edaphic in nature and 
ranges in extent from small mountain meadows 
and blanket-sized microsavannas in the 
highland ocota/ to the great grama plains of 
Olancho. Here again it is frequently impossible 
to identify the effects of natural as opposed to 
cultural factors, but here also the distinction is 
probably academic from the standpoint of the 
fauna. 

FreshMarsh 
Plate 15, figure 1; pi ate 32, figure 2 

While marshland is represented by relatively 
small total area in Honduras, it includes a rather 
wide variety of hygric situations. These may be 
locally disjunct, azonal chagiiites or may grade 
gradually into other communities such as tree 
swamp and meadow-soil savanna types. As 
used here the tenn marsh indicates any 
association of hydrophitic grasses or herbs on 
soil that remains inundated or boggy even 
during the height of the normal dry season. The 
communities range from such single-form 
consocies as the peat swamps of gama/ote grass 
(Paspalum fasciculatum) of the lowlands and the 
micromarshes of Juncus 6000 feet (1830 meters) 
or more up at the c10ud forest margins to the 

lush and teeming wet "prairies· and lake-and 
lagoonshore marshes of the coasts and of the 
Lake Yojoa area. the latter semi-aquatic habitats 
are insistently similar in their varied biota to 
equivalen! situations in the southeastern United 
States. The flora is usually dominated by such 
familiar floating and emergent plants as 
Nymphaea, Castalia, Jussi{jf![l, Pistia, Eicornia, 
Tha1ia, Typha, Pontedaria, Persicaria, and Hibiscus. 
The "Sabalian" atmosphere is heightened by the 
bird fauna, both by its composition and by its 
extraordinary luxuriance. When one poles a 
boat through a marsh in which purple and 
Florida gallinules tread the pads, wood ibises 
and whole series of familiar heron species stand 
in the shallows, redwing blackbirds sing in the 
reeds, and teal and pintails puddle in the open 
holes, one is loath to accept the fact that the 
marsh lies at an elevation of 2000 feet (610 
meters) in the mountainous interior of 
Honduras. The patches of white-shelled snail 
eggs cemented to the emergent plant stems by 
the same snail, Ampu/aria, that feeds the Florida 
limpkin in no way help the observer in orienting 
himself. It ís only when he realizes that the dark, 
log-like form gliding befare his boat is a 
crocodile and not an alligator, or when he 
flushes a flock of black-and-white muscovies or 
whistling tree ducks, or notices the spur-wings 
feeding with the rails and gallinules that the site 
settles down for him in its proper place on the 
map. 

1 have mentioned earlier the extraordinarily 
dilute character of the fauna of inland Honduras. 
Compared, for example, with such an area as 
northern Florida, much of the interior of 
Honduras must be regarded as a faunal desert as 
regards the majori ty of the forms included in its 
relatively long species list. It is only in the 
marsh community that the two regions meet on 
common ground. It seems to me a most 
noteworthy fact that the same habitat, which in 
the rich Florida region supports vertebrate life in 
maximum luxuriance, should show equal and 
perhaps even greater fecundity in Honduras 
where generally animal life is varied but not 
abundant. It may be worth mentioning that if 1 
were asked to recall the most prolifically 
populated animal habitats of my Iimited 
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experience, 1 should name without hesitation 
Bivan's Arm of Paynes Prairie in Alachua 
Country, Florida, The Choluteca Lagoons in the 
Pacific coastal plain of Honduras, and the 
shore-Iine marshes at the northern and southem 
ends of Lake Yojoa. 

CULTURAL SITUATIONS 
Guamil 

Plate 33, figure 1 

Throughout Honduras the term gunmi/ is 
applied to abandoned farm lands that have 
grown up in thickets of brush, vines, and 
saplings. Enormous tracts of former banana 
lands are at present gunmil, as are considerable 
areas in the more fertile valleys not currently 
under cultivation. In the higher mountains 
where terrain covered primitively by doud 
forest has been under cultivation for centuries, 
the gunmi/ stage is a regular part of the endemic 
tillage cycle. When the primeval forest has been 
feIled and burned and several crops made 
among the stum ps, the pareel is allowed to He 
fallow through a grassherb-vine stage and a 
brush stage. When good-sized sapHngs have 
become estabHshed is stand s dense enough to 
shade out the grass and weeds, the area is 
eleared and burned once more and a new crop is 
planted. 

Despite their cultural ongm, the gunmil 
habitats are important ones with often varied 
faunas which, though in large part made up of 
the materials available in contiguous areas, 
usually inelude as well a number of extraneous 
forms, and nearIy always show the increased 
abundance in individuals that is a weIl-known 
feature of forest margin communities generally. 
Moreover, when the gunmiles occur, as they often 
do, in su eh critical si tes as the zone between the 
upper Iimits of the pínabetal and the lower 
margins of the c10ud forest, where two very 
different biotas have met in them for periods of 
hundreds and possibly thousands of years, these 
habitats would seem peculiarly propitious for 
specition through the type of "introgressive 
hybridization" discussed by Anderson (1948). 

FieldCrops 

Although the ratio of crop-producing land to 
unused terrain is low in Honduras, there are a 
few field crops, such as rice, corn, coconuts, 
cane, and bananas, plantings of which hold an 
important place in the list of animal habitats. 
While a field or orchard Iocated in a rich natural 
area may support onIy a relatively impoverished 
fauna because it effeds a redudion of the natural 
ecological diversity, other cultural sites may 
offer asylum fonu unfavorable factors of the 
environs and may thus be relatively well 
populated. Thus, a milpa or a bean patch offers 
what may be an atrractively abundant food 
supply if it occupies flood-silted vega land; an 
irrigated bananal located in a rain shado~ m~y 
afford the zoologist the only good collectmg m 
an entire region; for geckos, certain snakes, and 
rats, a coconuts plantation may be a far more 
favorable environment than any natural one at 
hand; and if the zoologist wants lizards of the 
genus Cnemidopharus he may count himself 
blessed if a pineapple field is at hand. 
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